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Metasurfaces have exhibited great capabilities to control electromagnetic waves, and many multifunctional metasurfaces
were recently proposed. However, although angle-multiplexed meta-devices were successfully realized in reflection geom-
etries, their transmission-mode counterparts are difficult to achieve due to the additional requirements. Here, we design
and fabricate a transmissive angle-multiplexed meta-polarizer in the microwave regime based on a multilayer metasurface.
Coupled-mode-theory analyses reveal that the device exhibits distinct angle-dependent transmissive responses under exci-
tations with different polarizations, and such differences are further enhanced by multiple scatterings inside the device.
Microwave experimental results are in good agreement with numerical simulations and theoretical analyses.
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1. Introduction

Electromagnetic (EM) integration is highly desired in modern
science and technology to solve the increasing demands on
memory/speed of EM devices. The key issue is to integrate dif-
ferent functionalities into one single device exhibiting a deep
subwavelength thickness and a high working efficiency.
However, multifunctional EM devices constructed with natu-
rally existing materials are usually of bulky sizes and restricted
functionalities, which are unfavorable for integration-optics
applications.
Recently, metasurfaces, two-dimensional metamaterials con-

structed by planar meta-atoms with designable EM responses
arranged in some specific global orders, have shown great capa-
bilities to manipulate EM waves with many fascinating effects
discovered[1–3], including anomalous reflection/refraction[4–6],
meta-lensing[7–9], polarization conversion[10–13], meta-holo-
gram[14–17], surface-wave manipulations[18–21], electromagneti-
cally induced transparency[22], and many others[23–29]. Since the
metasurface is flat and ultra-thin, it forms an ideal platform to
realize multifunctional EM devices. Many efforts have been
recently devoted to realizing metasurfaces-based multifunc-
tional EM devices[30,31], which exhibit distinct functionalities via
tuning certain parameters such as wavelength[32–34], polariza-
tion[35–37], and propagating direction[38–40] of the incident wave.

Very recently, the incident angle was found to be a promising
tuning parameter to realize multifunctional meta-devices[41].
However, while many angle-multiplied meta-devices are suc-
cessfully realized in reflection geometries [42–45], their transmis-
sive counterparts, which are more favorable in practical
applications, are rarely found. The inherent reason is that, in
designing a high-efficiency transmissive meta-device, waves
on both sides of the meta-devices need to be modulated simul-
taneously, in contrast to the reflection-mode devices, where only
the reflected waves need to be manipulated.
Here, we propose an ultra-thin transmissive multilayer meta-

surface in the microwave regime that can possess distinct polari-
zation-control capabilities for impinging waves at different
incident angles (see Fig. 1). Coupled-mode-theory (CMT)
analyses and effective-media-theory (EMT) calculations, both
in good agreement with finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) simulations on realistic structures, reveal that such
angle-multiplexed functionality of our meta-system is closely
related to distinct angular dispersions of Fabry–Perot (FP) res-
onance modes of different polarizations supported by the sys-
tem. Excellent agreement among microwave experiments,
numerical simulations, and theoretical analyses validates our
design strategy. Our findings open up a new way to design trans-
missive angle-multiplexed meta-devices, which may yield many
applications in practice.
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2. Results

2.1. Design of the angle-multiplexed meta-polarizer

In order to achieve the desired incident-angle-multiplexed
polarization manipulation (see Fig. 1) efficiently, ideally the
meta-system should not only exhibit high transmittance for
both transverse-electric (TE, Ekŷ) and transverse-magnetic
(TM, H

�
�ŷ) polarizations under arbitrary incident angles

[e.g., jtTEj�θ� = jtTMj�θ� = 1], but also exhibit pre-designed
transmission-phase differences between two orthogonally polar-
ized waves [e.g., Δφ�θ� = φTM�θ� − φTE�θ� ≠ 0].
To ensure high transparencies, inspired by our previous

works[46,47], we choose a laterally isotropic ABA structure as
the basic meta-atom to design ourmeta-device. As schematically
shown in Fig. 1(c), our proposed meta-atom is composed by
three isotropic metallic cross-shaped resonators separated by
two 1-mm-thick dielectric spacers with ε = 2.65�1� 0.0015i�.
We first perform FDTD simulations to numerically study the
transmission properties of the designed metasurface under illu-
minations of TE and TM polarized waves at different incident
angles. Since our meta-atom exhibits four-fold rotation-
invariant symmetry, it is expected that the transmission spectra
for two polarizations are identical under normal incidence
[Fig. 2(a)]. Meanwhile, we find in both spectra two perfect trans-
mission windows centered at 11.2 GHz and 12.34 GHz, respec-
tively. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) further show that our metasurface
exhibits distinct EM responses for two different polarizations in
terms of both transmission amplitude and phase, as the incident
angle varies. Specifically, whereas two transmission peaks
become slightly narrowed in the TE case (blue lines), they
undergo opposite changes, and their positions are shifted to
higher frequencies in the TM case (red lines), as the incident
angle θ increases. Such distinct θ dependences of transmission
behaviors result in considerable changes in the transmission-
phase difference Δφ�θ� for two orthogonal polarizations, as θ
varies [see Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)]. Choosing the working frequency

as 12.36 GHz, we find that Δφ can reach 110° when θ increases
to 50°, where the transmittances for both polarizations are still
quite high (> 89.53%). We emphasize that material losses have
been taken into account in obtaining these results using our
FDTD simulations. Figure 2 already implies that our device
can behave as a high-efficiency incident-angle-multiplexed
polarizer. As shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f), shining the meta-
device with linearly polarized waves at different θ containing
quasi-equal amplitudes of TE and TM components, we find that,
whereas the transmitted wave still exhibits a linear polarization
(LP) for θ = 0° due to the symmetry of the meta-atom, its polari-
zation state changes significantly in terms of both ellipticity χ
and polarization angle ψ , along with the increment of θ. In par-
ticular, Fig. 2(f), depicting the transmittance of two polarization
components (TE and TM), shows that our meta-device can
change the incident LP to a nearly left-handed circular polariza-
tion (LCP) in the case of θ = 43°, with an absolute working effi-
ciency 93.37% (defined as the ratio between powers carried by
the transmitted wave and the incident one) at the frequency
of 12.36 GHz. In addition, more FDTD simulation results dem-
onstrate that our meta-devices can remain the functionality of
the angle-multiplexed polarization controller even with mis-
alignment between different layers, but the performance in
terms of working efficiency degrades.

Fig. 1. Schematic of transmissive angle-multiplexed meta-polarizer based on
multilayered isotropic metasurfaces under (a) normal and (b) oblique inci-
dence. (c) Schematic of meta-atom design. Geometrical parameters of
meta-atom: la = 7.2 mm, wa = 1.8 mm, unit cell period P = 7.5 mm, thickness
of metallic film t = 0.035 mm, and thickness of dielectric layer ts = 1 mm.

Fig. 2. FDTD-simulated and TMM calculated transmittance and transmission-
phase spectra of our angle-multiplexed meta-polarizer for TE and TM polar-
ized wave at the incident angle of (a), (b) 0° and (c), (d) 50°, respectively. The
dashed black line indicates the working frequency of our meta-device at
12.36 GHz. (e) The variation of ellipticity and polarization angle of the trans-
mitted wave with incident angle. (f) The variation of transmittance of TE
and TM polarized waves with incident angle at 12.36 GHz. The insets of (f) depict
polarization states of transmitted wave at 0°, 43°, and 65° incidence,
respectively.
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2.2. Exploring the working mechanism of the meta-device

We now explore the working mechanism of the proposed meta-
device. As discussed in Ref. [45], lateral coupling between adja-
cent resonators can result in changes of resonance frequency f 0
by varying the incident angle θ, leading to the desired angular
dispersions. To explore the role played by lateral couplings in
our systems, we employ FDTD simulations to study the trans-
mission spectra of our single-layer metallic structures and then
employ EMT to analyze how f 0 varies against θ. Solid lines in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) compare the spectra of transmission ampli-
tude and phase under two different incident angles (θ = 0° and
θ = 50°) for an individual meta-layer consisting of a periodical
array of resonators placed on a 1-mm-thick dielectric layer [see
inset of Fig. 3(a)]. Obviously, such a model well represents the
top/bottommetallic layer in the designed multilayer system. We
find clearly that these spectra only exhibit slight differences in
terms of resonance frequencies and bandwidths, which are obvi-
ously not responsible for the significant angular dispersions dis-
covered in our multilayer system (see Fig. 2). Note that the line
shape changes under different incident angles following the
Fresnel law. Quantitatively, we find that all spectra can be well
modelled by an EMT model with effective permittivity of the
thin metal layer described by εeff = 1 − f 2p=�f 2 − f 20 � iγ · f �,
with f 0 = 15.75 GHz, f p = 223.3GHz, γ = 0.017GHz for θ = 0°
and f 0x = 16.63GHz, f px = 232.2 GHz, γx = 0.028GHz, f 0y =
14.58GHz, f py = 180.2GHz, γy = 0.004GHz for θ = 50°.

Similar conclusions hold as we study another meta-layer con-
sisting of a periodical array of resonators placed inside a
1-mm-thick dielectric layer, by both FDTD simulations and
EMT calculations under different incident angles. Such a
meta-layer well represents the middle metallic layer inside the
whole device. Again, we find that θ-induced changes in f 0 are
not significant enough to explain the dramatic angular disper-
sions discovered in the multiplayer meta-device. To further
identify the inherent reasons responsible for the strong angular
dispersions, we use the transfer-matrix method (TMM) to cal-
culate the transmission spectra of our multilayer system under
two different incident angles (θ = 0° and θ = 50°) in Fig. 2, with
the top/bottom and middle layers replaced by their correspond-
ing EMT models. TMM results clearly show that two new peaks
appear on top of the background transmission spectra provided

by the single layer [see inset of Fig. 3(a)], and such new trans-
mission peaks exhibit much stronger angular dispersion than
that in the single-layer background curve.
We now employ CMT to study the transmission properties of

the whole system. Intuitively, two additional resonance modes
are induced by multiple scatterings inside the multilayer system,
responsible for the two additional transmission peaks in the
transmittance spectra. Meanwhile, the symmetric system under
study has both reflection and transmission channels, so that it
can be well described by a two-mode two-port CMT model.
Based on standard CMT analyses, we get the transmission coef-
ficient of the whole system as

t = t0 �
−�r0 � t0�Γr

s

−i�f − f s� � Γr
s � Γi

s
� −Γr

a

−i�f − f a� � Γr
a � Γi

a
, �1�

where ff s,Γr
s ,Γi

sg and ff a,Γr
a,Γi

ag denote, respectively, the reso-
nant frequencies, radiation damping rate, and absorption damp-
ing rate of two resonant modes in the multilayer system, and t0
denotes the background transmission given by

t0 = 1� −Γr
0

−i�f − f 0� � Γr
0 � Γi

0
, �2�

with ff 0,Γr
0,Γi

0g describing the properties of the resonant mode
in the background medium (e.g., the single-layer system). All
mode parameters can be retrieved by comparing model results
with corresponding simulation results on realistic structures at
different incident angles. As a particular example, Figs. 4(a) and
4(b) compare the spectra of transmission amplitude and phase
at θ = 50°, obtained with FDTD simulations and the best-fitted
CMT model. Good agreement between these two spectra
is noted.
Figures 4(c) and 4(d) plot the retrieved model parameters f s,

f a, Γr
s , and Γr

a at different incident angles for TE and TM polar-
izations, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, two resonant modes
under different polarizations do exhibit distinct or even opposite
angle-dependent properties, which also well explain the strong
angular dispersions in the transmission spectra. Figures 4(e) and
4(f) depict the distributions of Re�Ey�=jE0j on the center y–z
plane inside a meta-atom for two resonance modes at normal
incidence, where jE0j represents the E-field of the incident wave.
We find that the mode at 11.14 GHz is exactly an antisymmetric
mode, while that at 12.43 GHz is clearly a symmetric mode, gen-
erated by coupling the FP modes supported by two cavities
formed by adjacent metallic layers.
The physics underlying the intriguing angular dispersions

presented in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) is thus clear. Since such FP-like
resonances are induced by multiple scatterings inside the multi-
layer system, their optical characteristics (e.g., resonance fre-
quency and radiation damping) are closely related to the
reflection properties of the mirrors (i.e., the metallic layers)
forming the cavities. Figures 4(g) and 4(h) depict how the reflec-
tance of the top metallic layer varies against incident angle and
frequency for TE and TM polarizations, respectively. Clearly, we
find that RTE and RTM exhibit opposite dependences on incident

Fig. 3. (a) Spectra of transmittance and (b) transmission-phase for an indi-
vidual meta-layer consisting of a periodical array of resonators placed on a
1-mm-thick dielectric layer [see inset of (a)] under two special incident angles
(0° and 50°).
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angle θ. Taking the working frequency 12.36 GHz as an example,
whereas RTE increases from 0.86 to 0.95 as θ changes from 0° to
50°, RTM decreases from 0.86 to 0.65. Such opposite angle
dependences on Fresnel coefficients are ultimately caused by
opposite angle dependences on the effective impedance of a
dielectric surface for two different polarizations. Therefore, it
is natural to see that increasing θ can increase (decrease) the
quality (Q) factor of those FP modes in the TE (TM) case
(see Fig. 2) due to enhanced (diminished) reflectance of the met-
allic mirrors forming the cavity. Meanwhile, variations of reflec-
tance of the middle metallic layer can effectively change the
coupling between two cavity modes, which together with the in-
fluence of variations of other interfacial Fresnel coefficients leads

to shifts of resonance frequencies. These effects collectively
result in dramatically different angle-dependent transmission
behaviors for TE and TM polarizations, as revealed in Fig. 2.
In fact, it is the different evolutions of the two collective modes
for TE and TM polarization that lead to different line shapes of
the transmittance and transmission-phase spectrum at the same
incident angle, offering the possibility to realize angle-multi-
plexed functional meta-devices.

2.3. Experimental demonstrations and design optimizations

We now perform microwave experiments to verify our design.
We fabricate out the designed meta-device in a size of 46.5 cm ×
49.5 cm [see Fig. 5(a)] and measure its transmission spectra
using a vector network analyzer (Agilent E8362C PNA) under
different incident angles. A pinhole system is adopted in our
measurements to suppress the finite-size effect. It is worth not-
ing that the fabricated sample possesses an additional adhesive
layer to stick different meta-layers together [see Fig. 5(b)], which
breaks the inversion symmetry and adds more losses to the
meta-device. The side effects contributed by the adhesive layer
deviate the positions of transmission peaks in a realistic case
from the expected ones in design and deteriorate the perfor-
mances of the device in terms of efficiency and ellipticity.
Figures 5(c) and 5(d) plot the measured transmittance for differ-
ent polarizations and Δφ as functions of θ at the working fre-
quency of 11.7 GHz. Taking the adhesive layer into our
FDTD simulations, we find a good agreement between experi-
ments and full-wave simulations in terms of both transmittance

Fig. 5. (a) Picture of fabricated sample. (b) Schematic of realistic meta-atom
with εadhesive =4.2 (1 + 0.025i), tadhesive = 0.18 mm, ts = 0.93 mm, wa = 1.8 mm.
Measured and FDTD-simulated (c) transmittance and (d) Δφ for TE and TM
polarizations as a function of the incident angle at the working frequency of
11.7 GHz. (e) Measured and (f) simulated f-θ phase diagram of Δφ.

Fig. 4. FDTD-simulated and CMT calculated spectra of (a) transmittance and
(b) transmission-phase of our meta-design at the incident angle of 50°. The
variation of (c) resonant frequency and (d) radiation damping rate of two res-
onant modes with incident angle. The distribution of Re(Ey)/|E0| on the center
y–z plane inside a meta-atom of (e) antisymmetrical and (f) symmetrical
modes retrieved by CMT under normal illumination with TE-polarized plane
wave, with |E0| being the electric field intensity of the input wave. The atom
is placed parallel to the xoy plane, and the patterns of Re(Ex)/|E0| for the TM-
polarized plane wave are identical. Distribution of reflectance of individual top
meta-layer [see inset of Fig. 3(a)] as a function of incident angle and fre-
quency under the illumination of (g) TE and (h) TM polarized waves,
respectively.
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and Δφ at different frequencies and incident angles θ, as shown
in Figs. 5(c)–5(f). In particular, we find desirable transmission-
phase differences Δφ in a wide region of the f -θ phase diagram.
Taking the case of ff = 11.7 GHz, θ = 45°g as an explicit exam-
ple, we find that bothmeasured and simulatedΔφ can reach 90°,
while the measured transmittance reaches 58.9% (61.27%) and
41.48% (46.88%) for TE and TM polarizations, respectively.
Therefore, our meta-device can convert a linearly polarized inci-
dent wave with equal amplitudes of TE and TM components
into a (nearly) circularly polarized wave with measured (simu-
lated) polarization ellipticity of −0.6897 (−0.7182) and absolute
working efficiency of 49.72% (53.84%) at the incident angle of
45°. Adjusting the weights of TE and TM components inside
the incident beam, we can easily modulate the polarization ellip-
ticity of the transmitted wave.
We finally discuss how to improve the performance of our

meta-device based on FDTD simulations. As discussed above,
the adhesive layer breaks the inversion symmetry and increases
the absorption, which is responsible for transmittance reduction
discovered in experiments. Keeping the adhesive layer inside the
sample, we can optimize the geometric structures of the resona-
tors to minimize their influences. Figure 6(a) depicts the FDTD-
simulated normal-incidence transmittance spectra of our realis-
tic sample but with the width of metallic bar wa taking different

values. Simulation results show that the transmittance at the
working frequency of 11.7 GHz can be improved from 0.58 to
0.7 as wa takes a value of 2.3 mm, since varying the width of
the metallic bar in a resonator can change not only the Q factor
but also the coupling of two cavity modes supported by adjacent
metallic layers, which affects the transmittance eventually. On
the other hand, to remedy the symmetry-breaking issue in the
realized sample, we propose a new structure in which the middle
metallic layer is now buried in the middle of the adhesive layer.
Figure 6(b) compares the simulated transmission spectra of the
symmetric and original structures with wa = 2.3 mm. One can
readily find that the transmittance can be further improved from
0.7 to 0.81 via adopting the proposed symmetric configuration.
The underlying physics is that perfect transparency in such an
ABA structure is closely related to the inversion symmetry pos-
sessed by the system.
We now numerically examine the performance of the opti-

mized metasurface (i.e., with wa = 2.3 mm and in symmetric
configuration as well). Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show the simulated
spectra of transmittance and transmission-phase for both TE
and TM polarizations at θ = 47°. At the working frequency of
11.75 GHz, we find that the working efficiency of our meta-
device can be improved to 78.13% with a polarization ellipticity
of the transmitted being −0.7797. Finally, suppose we do not
need to use the lossy adhesive layer; then the working efficiency
of our meta-device can be further enhanced to 92.54% at θ = 41°
and 91.95% at normal incidence, as shown in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f),
where the simulated spectra of transmittance and transmission-
phase for such a device are depicted. It should be noted that now
the working frequency has been changed to 12.42 GHz accord-
ingly. In addition to the previously mentioned optimization
methods, we can increase the transmissive phase difference
between TE and TM modes by adding additional dielectric
and metallic resonator layers and enlarging the working band-
width by reducing the Q factor or/and coupling of cavity modes
by further optimizing the geometrical parameters.

3. Conclusions

In summary, we propose an angle-multiplexedmeta-polarizer in
the transmission mode based on a multilayer metasurface and
experimentally realize it in the microwave regime. CMT analy-
ses, supported by full-wave simulations, reveal that such angle-
multiplexed polarization manipulations are dictated by distinct
angular dispersions of two vertical resonances inside the system,
which result in distinct angle-dependent transmissive responses
for TE and TM polarized waves. Reasonable agreement among
experiments, simulation, and theoretical results justifies our
design strategy, and meta-devices with better performances
can be realized through reducing material losses and keeping
the inversion symmetries in fabrications. Our findings provide
a transmissive platform to realize angle-multiplexed meta-devi-
ces, which can stimulate many interesting applications in opto-
electronics.

Fig. 6. Performance optimization of our meta-polarizer performance.
(a) FDTD-simulated transmittance spectra for the meta-polarizer with differ-
ent wa under normal incidence. (b) FDTD-simulated transmittance spectra for
the meta-polarizer with different degrees of symmetry under normal inci-
dence with wa = 2.3 mm. FDTD-simulated (c) transmittance and (d) transmis-
sion-phase spectra for the optimized meta-polarizer with wa = 2.3 mm in a
symmetric configuration at the incident angle of 47°. The other optimized geo-
metrical parameters are consistent with experiment. FDTD-simulated
(e) transmittance and (f) transmission-phase spectra for the optimized
meta-polarizer without the adhesive layer at the incident angle of 41°. The
optimized cross width wa = 1.5 mm.
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